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Paper: GE-4.1

(Indian Economy—II)

1. v551^ : 1x8=8

Answer as directed of the following :

(a) ^ ^ I
Name one index used for measuring
agricultural diversification.

(b) ^ ̂ 1
What is EXIM policy?
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(C) 7

Which one of the following is a source of
agricultural finance?

(i) SIDBI

(n) NABARD

(in) IDBI

(iv) ^

None of the above

( ^i(B ̂ Pfvs^)

( Choose the correct answer)

(d) ^ ?

What is the meaning of Ceiling Act?

(e)

What is the meaning of disinvestment?

(f)

Write the full form of MSME.

(g) ^p(T I

Write one example of service sector.

(h) I

Green Revolution is associated
with .

(Fill in the blank)
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(C) v55R 7

Which one of the following is a source of
agricultural finance?

(i) SIDBI

(n) NABARD

(in) IDBI

(iu)

None of the above

( Choose the correct answer)

(d) 7

What is the meaning of Ceiling Act?

(e)

What is the meaning of disinvestment?

(f)

Write the full form of MSME.

(g) (TRfTf^ vSifT^cr I

Write one example of service sector.

(h) (7i^ I

Green Revolution is associated
with .

(Fill in the blank)
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Or

(b) EXIM Policy^ ft 1%?

^  cm ftrr

1^^ ^ I 3+9=12
What are the objectives of EXIM Policy?
Discuss briefly the thrust areas as
identified by the Government of India
for intensifying exports.

4. (a)

^  I 21m
ft ft ?

8+3=11
Explain the importance of land reform
measures in the development of rural
economy of India. What are the main
obstacles to land reform?

Or

(b) nm 1%? ̂

2nemp^Wi^i 3+8=11
What IS Green Revolution? What are the
impacts of Green Revolution on Indian
economy?

5. (a)

w 'HI I isnf?^ israisws
C5M

6+5=11
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( 5 )

Explain the main factors responsible for
slow pace of industrialization in India.
How has the industrial policy taken
during the economic reforms helped in
industrial development?

TOT/ Or

(b) ^IWI

sfoM ̂jnrr ̂  I

Explain the impact of disinvestment in
public sector undertakings in India.

6. (a) craws #1^ ̂
^ I 3+8=11

What is service sector? Discuss the
contribution of service sector in the
economic development of a country.

Or

(b) ^

Explain about the composition and
growth of service sector in India since
1991.
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7. (a) ^R'Sfivo

I  7+4=11

Discuss the problems of agricultural
marketing in India. Mention some
remedial measures for its improvement.

^sm!/Or

feRn ̂  I 4+7=11

Mention the objectives of the World
TVade Organization. Analyze its positive
and negative effects on Indian economy.

(Continued)
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Paper i GEi-4.2

[ Economic History of India (1857-1947) ]

1. v55lv5 : 1>«8=8
Answer the following :

(a) "WE ^
■  •TE ?

Name the economist who studied the
problem of poverty in India during
1870.

(b) ^ ^ ̂

Mention one land tenure system
introduced by the British.

(cj CW ^

In which year did the Bengal famine
start?

(d) ^ Rfe|vs|^5li^^1%?
What is the aim of Punjab Land
Alienation Act introduced in 1900?

(e)

Who is known as the father of Indian
Economics?
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(f) ^OT

^CSHt ̂ R! I

Write one of the major export items of
India at the beginning of 19th Century.

(g) D*ivs c^<ii C^i§hi 5(i^

Name the first central organization of
labour formed in 1920.

(h) C^MCiil C®Tr^pRR^ vSTOo CHFo<I1I>*P

In which population census, India
had experienced negative population
growth?

2. 1^ C^IM "RltoR "5^ (srf^^Sr
ido *RR R)>8<^v®) : 4x4=16

Write short notes on any four of the following
(within 150 words each) :

(a) 'fifR «tR«n

The economic ideas of Gandhi

(b) ^ ̂-SR

Occupational structure in the pre-
Independence era
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(c)

Causes of commercialization of
agriculture during the British period

(d)

Nature of industrialization in the
interwar period

(e)

Effects of railway development

3. (a) QfD^

Give an overview of economic transition
in India during the British rule.

Or

(b) T5I^>|^V0H
^ I

Explain the causes of economic
backwardness of Indian economy

during the British rule.

4. (a) ^
I

Explain the demographic transition of
India in the pre-Independence era.
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^smj/ Or

(b) ^ ^T§tlf ^5fBR

sran^sT ̂  ffe ̂ii5i *fR5n %i I

Give an idea about the trend and
composition of national income of India
from 1857 to 1947.

5. (a) ^ TTOWS

JO

Explain briefly about the Indian
agriculture during the pre-
Independence period.

Or

(b) ^ sm ^
^irniJT ̂  I

Explain the causes and consequences of
rural indebtedness in India before
Independence.

6. (a)

^^JNTT ̂  I J5

Explain the state of industrial
development in mid-nineteenth century
of India.
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am/ Or

(b) >51^^ 2l<fH

Explain the causes of industrial
backwardness of India's major
industries under the British rule.

7. (a) W
2lff« ̂  ̂ ̂INTt ̂  I

Elxplain the nature and growth of public
debt in India during the pre-
Independence era.

WW/ Or

(b) "Sl^ ^ R^I"H4

Discuss about the form, extent and
consequence of economic drain from
India under the British rule.
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Paper : GE-4.3

(Public Finance )

1. ^ ̂
Answer as directed of the foUowing :

(cl) C^c^c^I T'pva|<? >j;^ie8| |

Define Pareto efficiency.

(b) c<phc1>i 7

Which of the following is a public good?
(i)

Bridge

(n)

Private computer

(in) C5fR%

Mobile handset

(iv)

iPod

( Choose the correct answer)

(c)

What is free rider problem?

(d) I

Give an example of negative externality.
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(e) 1^ *?
What is a parallel economy?

(f) SGS'n 1^ •
Give the full form of SGST.

(g) ^ ft ?
What is fiscal policy?

(h) ̂  2lf® ft
What is real burden of tax?

2. ̂  ft ̂  >8^ ̂  ftl^ (2lft^
>oo 'T'R ft̂ o^) :

Write short notes on any four of the following
(within 100 words each) :

(a) ̂

Market failure

(b)

Types of externalities

(c)

The Coase theorem

(d) ^sii^ft^
Excess burden of tax

(e) ^
Fiscal deficit (TurnOver)
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3. (a) 14

Explain the nature and scope of public
finance.

Or

(b) Rvo^«t

I

Describe the allocation, distribution and
s a tion functions of government.

4. (a) m ^

Discuss the Lindahl-s theory of
equiUbnum of pubUc expenditure.

^mr/ Or

W 1WST ^ ^

Critically discuss the Samuelson's
benefit theoiy of public expenditure.

5. (a) ^ vs^R^ 2|\5]^

Discuss the factors affecting shifting
and incidence of taxation.

^Continued;
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Or

(b) ^

Discuss the neo-classical theory of tax
incidence and shifting.

6. (a) v©!^ ̂
Explain the features of Indian Tax
System.

(b)

Or

-iiiSi I

Give an analytical review of recent fiscal
reforms undertaken by the Government
of India.

★ ★★
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